
DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION
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What is Deep Brain Stimulation ?
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What is Deep Brain Stimulation ?

Neuro-anatomy: some reminders
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What is DBS ?
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What is DBS ?

- Rechargeable Generator
- Several times a week
- Transcutaneous

- Life time of rechargeable 
generators : around 15-20 years
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Animal models

Lozano AM et al. 
2019
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Is it new ?

Lozano AM et al. 2021
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Movement disorders:
- Parkinson
- Dystonia
- Huntington

- Essential Tremor

Psychiatr ic disorders:
- OCD
- Severe Depression

- Ad dict ion (cocai n , ...)

- Tourette Syndrom

Epilepsia

Indications
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- Refractory to other medicat ions
- Severe symtpoms
- Disabi l i ty
- Decrease of qual i ty of l i fe

When ?
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Pathophysiology
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Pathophysiology

Calabresi P et al. 2014 
Nature Neuroscience

Queensland Brain 
Institute
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Pathophysiology

Functional MRI : Left 
finger tapping
Gonzalez-Ortiz S et al. J of  
Neuroradiology 2013

Middlebrooks EH et al. 2020  
American Journal of Neuroradiology
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Neurodegenerat ive  
disease:
Destruct ion of

dopaminergic neurons 
in the substant ia nigra

Symp to ms :
- Tremor
- Bradykinesia

- Hypertonia

Parkinson Disease

DBSISNOTACURATIVETREATMENT++++ =>SYMPTOMATICTREATMENT
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Muscular to n us di sor der due to a
dysfunct ion in the Central Nervous  

System

Many cau ses :
- Genet ic
- Idiopathic
- Post- t raumat ic
- Post-st roke

- Post- tumoral

- ....

Dystonia

IBS Hospitals

DBSISNOTACURATIVETREATMENT++++ =>SYMPTOMATICTREATMENT
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General ized dystonia:  

MRI + PET

Dystonia

Kumar R et al. Neurology  
2019
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Genet ic disease

Progressive Brain Disorder  

Life expectancy after

diagnosis: 10-30 years

Chorea +++ : early symtpom

Huntington Disease

DBSISNOTACURATIVETREATMENT++++ =>SYMPTOMATICTREATMENT

VeryWell Health website
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Essential Tremor

Frequent  
1/200
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DBS in psychiatric disorders
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Pathophysiology

Alonso JR, MappingIgn2018

Limbic system and prefrontal cortex
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Patients haverecurring, unwantedthoughts, 

ideas or sensations (obsessions) that make  

themfeel drivento do something repetitively  

(compulsions)

- To wash
- To classify

- …

OCD: Obsessional and Compulsive Disorder

DBSis aneffective treatment => The rewardcircuit
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Gilles de La Tourette Disease

DBSis aneffective treatment

Neurodevelopmental disorder  

Begins in childhood

Motor andvocal TICS
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Drug addiction

-Some caseseriesaredescribed in literature  

with promising results (cocain, heroin, …)

- Effects onthe rewardcircuit
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Severe and Refractory Depression

- Multiple targets in the brain

- Some teams do brain lesions rather than DBS

- Some caseseries

- Not used routinely yet
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Epilepsia

- Refractory epilepsia

- Focal or generalized
- Goal of DBS: Toblock the spreadof  

seizures

Doherty JJ et al. 200224



NO !! I t ’s REALITY !

In Mo ntpellie r : 35-40 DBS per year

Is this Science Fiction ?
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- General or local  

anesthesia

of the

- Stereotact ic f rame
- MRI
- Target t ing

- Implantat ion  

leads

- Control MRI

- Implanta ti on of
ex tens ions and 

generator

How ?
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- General or local  

anesthesia

of the

- Stereotactic frame

- MRI

- Targetting
- Implantat ion  

leads

- Control MRI
- Implanta ti on of

extens ions and 
generator

How ?
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- General or local  

anesthesia

- Stereotact ic f rame

- MRI
- Target t ing

- Implantation of the  

leads
- Control MRI
- Impl antat i on of

ex t ens i ons and

generator

How ?
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- Very low rate of compl icat ions
- Very low rate of hemorrhage
- Infect ion => Removal of the DBS system

Surgical complications?
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Parameters set tings :

- Vol tage

- Frequency

- Pulse Width

=> current (around 2 mA)

Easy to adjust

Up or down the current

depending on efficiency and  

side effects

New generators can record

electrical activi ty of the target  

(Local Field Potential )

How ?
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Volume of Activated Tissue

How ?

Schmidt C et al. 2012

Horn et al., 2017.
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Leads

How ?

Lozano AM et al. 2021
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Side effects

Dependingon:
- The target
- The current

Current can diffuse in adjacent structures

Side effects:
- paresthesia
- involuntary muscular contraction
- paralysis
- dysarthria
- oculomotricty disorder

- mood disorder : depression with suicid  
attempt

Reversible when stopping or decreasing the  
stimulation
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DBS: How does it work?

- Manyhypotheseshavebeenproposedfor the mechanisms

- Stimulation-induceddisruptionof pathological braincircuit  

activity

- =>This disruption occurat the ionic, protein, cellular and 

networklevels to generate improvementsin symptoms
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DBS: How does it work?

a | Neurotransmitters are  
released in response to  
stimulation, leading to calcium  
waves and release of  
gliotransmitters.
This release influences synaptic  
plasticity, leading to arteriole  
dilation and increased regional  
blood flow.
b | Deep brain stimulation 

(DBS)-induced changes in local 
field potentials within the  
subthalamic nucleus. Activity in  
the beta band is rapidly reduced  
with DBS at 3 V and then  
resumes with stimulation off.

Lozano AM et al. 2019
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DBS: where are we now?

- 384 relevant clinical trials:
- 28 different disorders
- 26 separate brain targets
- 60%: movement disorders
- 41.9% : USA
- One-third focused primarily on imaging or electrophysiological changements
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How far can we go ?
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What more can we modu late ?

Which target for which disease ?

Perspectives
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Psychiatr ic disorders : Bipolar Disorder

Work is in progress  

Some case ser ies  

Which ta rget ?

Perspectives
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Psychiatr ic disorders : Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Work is in progress  

Some case ser ies  

Which ta rget ?

Perspectives
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Psychiatr ic disorders : Anorexia Nervosa

Few studies

Which ta rget ?

Perspectives
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Perspectives

Psychiatr ic disorders : Binge eating disorder and obesity

Local work inMontpellier

Howto findanewtarget for adisease?
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Psychiatr ic disorders : Binge eating disorder and obesity

Toidentifyapotential target withfunctionnalMRI

First step: Inhealthypatients

Functional connectivity in rest-andtask-basedimaging showing significant differences 

whilehungry asopposedtowhilesatiated.

Perspectives

Charroud D, Poulen G et al. 2021
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Psychiatr ic disorders : Binge eating disorder and obesity

To identify a potential target with functionnal MRI
First step : In healthy patients
Functional connectivity in rest- and task-based imaging showing significant differences 
while hungry as opposed to while satiated.

Perspectives

Charroud D, Poulen G et al. 2021
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Psychiatr ic disorders : Binge eating disorder and obesity

Second step: to identify abnormalities onfunctional MIR inpatients in comparison to the healthy subjects

Thirdstep : tobuild a protocol to test the newtarget

Perspectives
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Alzheimer Disease

- Progressive decline in memory and cognitivefunction
-Several DBStargets have been proposed in literature =>influence someaspects of 

memory functions

- Need further investigations

Perspectives
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Spinal Cord In ju ry ? Traumatic Br ain In ju ry ?

To improveconsequences anddeficits inducedby SCI, TBI ?  

Needfurther investigations

Perspectives

Areall neurological disorders candidate toDBSin thefuture if thereis notreatment?
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Future vision of DBS ?

Perspectives

Lozano AM  
Et al. 2021
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Future vision of DBS ?

Perspectives

Controlby thepatient of itsown  

stimulation parameters?
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Future vision of DBS ?

Perspectives

It’salready thecase!
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Future vision of DBS ?

Risk of failureof device security => Hacking ?

Perspectives
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Conclusion

-DBSis a safeandefficient treatment in manyneurological and 

psychiatric diseases

- Daily practice

- DBScouldbe appliedtomany othersdiseases

- Beware of excessof indications !!
- Goodindication=good result
- Badindication=….
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